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The New Top Job
At Companies is
All About
Focusing on
Customers 



“Most businesses capture what they know about customers, rather than what a
customer thinks and feels about the firm. Many experience management

initiatives create customer pains (not gains), while for businesses, decision-
making can be jeopardized by fake customer data”                    captain Khalid Alhosni

THE NATURE OF CUSTOMER CENTRICITY

A framework based upon
gathering accurate data is

presented herein for optimal
customer-driven decision-

making.

Customer Centricity is
basically keeping the customer

at the center of decisions
formulation at every step of
every aspect of the business

and service production.
 

The best practice for applying customer
centricity has to start from the plotting out
of main steps and customer touchpoints on

a customer journey canvas in a way that
allows the identification of helpful as well

as detrimental practices as directly
conveyed by customers on an ongoing

basis. 

Our unique strength lye in our modified
“Onboarding” step as being key to enhancing

all subsequent steps within the customer
journey flow. We have identified specific

procedures, when applied, promises to
significantly raise customers’ tolerance

towards unavoidable issues 

"A remarkable customer experience is

critical to the sustained growth of any

business. A positive customer

experience promotes loyalty, helps

you retain customers, and encourages

brand advocacy, and this can only

done through mapping the Customer

Journey and contiuously reflecting on

it periodically"

"VALUE
TRUMPS
PRICE"



WHY IS CUSTOMER CENTRICITY IMPORTANT

Customer centricity is
vital in an era where

customer experience is
the main deciding factor
for business growth and
continuity. It is then the

heart of customer loyalty
rates and advocacy. 

The best practice for applying customer centricity has to start
from the plotting out of main steps and customer touchpoints

on a customer journey canvas in a way that allows the
identification of helpful as well as detrimental practices as

directly conveyed by customers on an ongoing basis

Our unique strength lye in our modified
“Onboarding” step as being key to enhancing all
subsequent steps within the customer journey flow.
We have identified specific procedures, when
applied, promises to significantly raise customers’
tolerance towards unavoidable issues while
simultaneously raising customers’ net promotion, due
to their participation during the onboarding stage as
partners of the service provider

"Customer centricity is important
because it helps companies build

better relationships with their
customers, which can help them

increase sales and revenue".

"VALUE
TRUMPS
PRICE"



"VALUE
TRUMPS
PRICE"

OBJECTIVES OF CUSTOMER CENTRICITY

 

Efficient customer segmentation and identification of
main productive producers

Identify the business aspects that pay off and others
that drain

Increase retention and decrease churn rates

Drawing personalized customer experiences after
identifying avatars

Re-Define Onboarding and exploring its elements

Integrating NPS and CSAT and assigning a calendar
interval on ongoing basis

"Ultimately, the
objective of a customer-

centric strategy is to
deliver the optimal

service to each customer
on a personalized level"



"VALUE
TRUMPS
PRICE"

THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY CANVAS

The customer journey map is a tool to visualize
the experience of interacting with your brand
from the customer's point of view. This map is
critical because it forces you to look at how your
customers actually experience your brand
versus how you think they do.

When you have all of the data around yourcustomers’ journey at your fingertips, it is easyto proactively take action. K.A. Consultantsenables you to connect all of your customer datafor a single, unified view of the customer. 

"Mapping the customer journey
ensures that you are not missing out
on the chance to interact with your
customer at any stage. This process

also helps business leaders gain
insights into common customer pain

points. With these insights,
businesses can deliver more

optimised & personalised customer
experiences"



"VALUE
TRUMPS
PRICE"

ABOUT THE SPEAKER

ABOUT K.A. Consultants

A Focus Leader,,, Cap. Khalid draws from his own business
leadership experience and life synchronicities in
developing individual and organizational drive for success
and excellence through intentionally focused thoughts and
elimination of perceived limitations. 

His many years in founding, leading and chairing several
businesses in banking, energy, facilities management,
marketing communications and online marketplaces aids
his thought leadership in transferring focus knowledge in a
scientific way.

Captain Khalid is a recognized keynote speaker on focus
development, thought control, and the secret of success.He
is the author of the “10X Cybernetic TranceFormation
Protocol” which is featured in the Library of Congress,
Washington D.C. The Protocol guides the user to reach any
goal they seek, through the utilization of few actionable
prescriptions. The Master Key to Change.

For more information, please visit our website
WWW.KHALIDALHOSNI.COM or contact us on
info@khalidalhosni.com

K.A. Consultants is a business with a mission to help other
businesses reach their ultimate aims with least struggle and
improved clarity and focus. We guide businesses from doubt
and ambiguity to objectivity of goals and ways to reach
them. We help clients regain their FOCUS.

Certified OKR Professional 
Product Journey Canvasing
Customer Centricity reengineering

Transformational Leadership 
Team Behavioral Development
10X Sales Achievement Protocol

Our Business Process Improvement programs include: 
1.
2.
3.

Our Business & Strategic Planning programs include: 
1.
2.
3.

For more information, please visit:  KHALIDALHOSNI.COM

For prerequisites for the Keynote speech, please find ALL
necessary documents ready on our website through the
following link: khalidalhosni.com/event-planners 

For contacting us, please visit khalidalhosni.com/contact

Address: 244 FIFTH AVENUE, SUITE A285, NEW YORK,
                  NY 10001, U.S.A.

Khalid Alhosni
Focus Leader | Chief Consultant
K.A. Consultants - New York | Dubai

http://www.khalidalhosni.com/
http://khalidalhosni.com/
http://khalidalhosni.com/event-planners
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